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Good Morning, Everybody.

I have to thank the organizers for inviting me to give this talk. Thank you very 
much.

I have to thank also people here or on the internet following the talk, and last 
but not least, all of my teachers and colleagues that have taught me and have 

made me what I am now. As I said when in 2016 I was given an Honorific 
Mention from the “Consell Social UPC” to my teaching task, “Jo tot sol no 

hagués fet res” (“I would have done nothing if I was alone”). To be surrounded 
by other people is very important.



What I want to do today is to talk about some of my recent works, and how I 
have gotten to do them. Things are usually interrelated, and what happens 

today depends on what had happened before.

All that I have done required a lot of curiosity, I studied Physics because I had 
a lot of curiosity. To intervene in Architecture and Engineering, you need to 
hear from your colleagues, listen to some interesting parts, pay attention to 

not fully resolved items. You should expect to work in a multidiscipline sense, 
many times multi-scale, and multi-task. 

You need also a very, very wide vision of physics, the ability to approach 
phenomena, and work centered on applications.



Recent Works required:

“Curiosity”

“Hear / Listen / Pay attention”

“Multi-discipline, multi-scale”

“Wide vision of physics”

“Applications”





This slide was black to remember me I changed it a moment before the talk. The next 
slide shows the start of a paper on the Journal Energy and Buildings, just published, 
about embodied energy of homes in Ecuador. In fact, I started working on embodied 

energy (The energy needed to produce something) in 1997-98, 25 years ago.
Also, in 1998, I gave a talk at the then starting Journeys of Research at the Applied 

Physics Department UPC, precedent of today’s journey.

By the way, my first article in Energy and Buildings is from 1987, 35 years ago. And 
my oldest (and humble) article in a scientific journal dates back to 42 years ago.

Right, what we found on the depicted article is that buildings’ impact has changed a lot 
with time. Some 20 years ago, Ecuador adopted the dollar as money for the country, a 

modernization happened, and the embodied energy of low-rise residential buildings 
(the majority in Ecuador) increased by a factor of 3.

Furthermore, by preparing that article we also learned that, even as engineers do 
believe embodied energy has a precise meaning, its value changes with time, mostly 
due to changing resources, production optimization, recycling… but, it changes also 

with place, because different procedures are allowed in some places (and not in 
others), and norms and transport modify the producers’ chain.  



“Embodied Energy”

What is “embodied energy (EE)”?

Problems on EE: from 1998 to 2022

My oldest on E&B:
Thermal behaviour of a medieval sheltered building. JA. Cusidó, MT. Mira, 

J. Roset, A. Isalgue   (Energy and Buildings, 1987)

Oldest on my record:
Heat flux calorimeters: Dynamical  model  by  localized time constants. A Isalgué, 
J. Ortín, V. Torra, J. Viñals. Anales de Física, 1980





OK, let’s consider some recent work. 

You’ll see nice pictures… Neil Island, a 6-km wide paradisiac place in the Andaman 
Islands (India). I got to be a Ph.D. co-supervisor of German Eng. Moritz Wegener, on 

the subject “Combined Cooling, Heating and Power for small communities”, to be 
applied to hotel resorts in small islands. The India government planned to build a 
resort there with this technology, and Moritz came as Select+ program doctorate.

The rationale behind combined it is that in your life at home (or at a hotel) you use 
cooling (refrigerator and freezer for drinks and food, maybe air conditioning), heating 

(either you cook or someone does for you, you use hot water to wash, to have a 
shower, maybe you use room heating), and electric power (lights, computers, 

machinery). So, it would be better to optimize the whole energy management and 
avoid wastes.

But, the energy demand (power in physics, but it’s called energy by builders, architects 
and many engineers) asked for was very high. They said the resort was intended for 

very rich people, which used air conditioning, spa’s, sauna… bizarre for me, 
temperatures at the island were near the 30ºC, and the island had fantastic beaches! 

With that huge energy demand, the biomass produced by agriculture at the island 
(needed for power at night, during day is solar, wind was not intense there) was only 

able to provide a couple of resorts, and there were more than a dozen resorts! 

Fully non-sustainable due to human excesses!!!



CCHP multiple input systems
CCHP Systems for islands, using biomass:     Neil island

3E-analysis of a bio-solar CCHP system for the Andaman Islands, India: a case study. Moritz Wegener, Antonio 
Isalgue, Anders Malmquist, Andrew Martin. (Energies 2019)

https://futur.upc.edu/19688212
http://orcid.org/0000-0002-4354-5831
https://futur.upc.edu/179011
https://apren.upc.edu/ca/professorat/1000953


CCHP systems

Biomass-fired combined heating, cooling, and power for small scale applications – A review. 
Moritz Wegener, Anders Malmquist, Antonio Isalgue, Andrew Martin  

(Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews, 2018).

https://futur.upc.edu/19688212
http://orcid.org/0000-0002-4354-5831
https://futur.upc.edu/179011
https://apren.upc.edu/ca/professorat/1000953


CCHP systems

https://futur.upc.edu/19688212
http://orcid.org/0000-0002-4354-5831
https://futur.upc.edu/179011
https://apren.upc.edu/ca/professorat/1000953




But, how did I arrive to be co-supervisor of the Ph.D. of a German Engineer? Well, 
because I was known from my works at Architecture, Energy and Environment group 
at UPC. I could show many works, but I prefer to give you some insight in some facts. 
For instance, the picture at left is Esterri d’Aneu, Pallars Sobirà, in the Pyrenees, end 

of summer. A funny fact happened there, some 20 years ago: We went to eat dinner to 
the pizzeria, the best pizzeria in town (well, also the worst: it was the only one at that 

time), the place with umbrellas in the picture. We were late, so no place inside the 
building, but the waiter said “Don’t worry, I’ll solve”, extended the umbrella and 

prepared place to dinner under it. It was really good, no cold as it was in the street! So 
I realized that we were sensing the cooling effect of the sky when we were in the 

middle of the street, but not that under the umbrella.

Of course, in Physics (and some Engineering) the effect of radiation screens, and of 
selective surfaces is studied, but few people realize “popular” applications. Maybe 

because these result in expensive and delicate systems, using expensive materials as 
single-crystal Ge. 

Later, with professor R. Serra, we designed a low-cost, DIY, low-technology 
application: Using cardboard, some expanded polystyrene, adhesive tape and 

aluminum foil, we built a box that we calculated would be 3ºC under the temperature 
of the air surrounding it exposed to sunlight, without any machinery or energy source. 
We didn’t go against Thermodynamics’ Laws, we simply put the box in partial thermal 
contact with the cold sky. That is related to some of the publications mentioned here.  



Physics and Energy in Architecture
Data set of climatic factors measured in a low latitude region with warm and humid 

climate: Solar radiation, cloud cover and sky temperature. Jefferson Torres, 
Helena Coch, Antonio Isalgue. (Data in Brief, 2020)

Assessment of the reflectivity and emissivity impact on light metal roofs thermal 
behaviour, in warm and humid climate. Jefferson Torres, Helena Coch, Antonio 

Isalgue. (Energy and Buildings, 2019)

Yellow is green: An opportunity for energy savings through colour in architectural 
spaces. Judit López Besora, Antonio Isalgue, Helena Coch, Isabel Crespo, Carlos 

Alonso Montolio- (Energy and Buildings, 2014)





During that years, I had also been working on Shape Memory Alloys (SMA; the talk I 
gave at the research journeys of the Applied Physics Department 25 years ago was 

about SMA), among other subjects. 

I present here part of the interaction with Civil Engineering with the application of SMA 
to damp oscillations of structures and cables. The phase 

transformation-retransformation pseudo-elastic trajectory on stress-strain (or 
force-displacement) shows hysteresis, and then it could be used as a mechanical 

damper. We studied its reliability and its performance and tried to apply to real 
structures and to cables able to oscillate (because of wind, traffic, earthquakes…).

Picture at right, cables with one damper at ELSA (EC Joint Research Center, Ispra, 
Italy), the upper right graph shows the effect of SMA damper (red) compared with no 

damper (blue). At left, pictures of a steel portico structure being tested at Construction 
Laboratory in Campus Nord UPC. The graph in the upper left part is the 

force-displacement for an 11 cm long, 2.46 mm diameter NiTi SMA sample 
(displacements in mm). The samples had to be “prepared” to have a reproducible, 

consistent behavior with considerable damping. 



Materials: Structural Damping



Even though applied research has some “more mechanical” parts as testing and 
fatigue investigations, many funny phenomena are there. 

I want to put some emphasis on the mechanical cycles on NiTi wires shown at right. If 
a mechanical cycle is done very slowly, the sample has time to exchange heat (the 
latent heat from the phase transformation) and proceeds isothermally, at constant 

temperature. It shows the “intrinsic hysteresis” due to the movement of phase limits 
through defects and dislocations in the material. If cycles are done very fast, there is 
no time to transfer heat, the cycles are done in a nearly-adiabatic way, the cycles get 
sloped as the temperature increases in transforming (loading) because of latent heat, 

and the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship imposes higher stresses to continue 
transformation. In a parallel way, on re-transforming (unloading), the sample cools and 

transformation proceeds at more reduced stresses on unloading. 
But at some intermediate speed, partial heat transfer occurs, and it gives as a result 

an enlarged width of the cycles: Besides the intrinsic hysteresis, there is the 
irreversible heat transfer that enlarges width. The maximum width of the cycle 

happens for frequencies that depend on the size (diameter of the wire) and heat 
transfer ability (fluid surrounding the sample). We obtained that to have optimized 

damping, due to the natural frequencies involved, one should use NiTi wires of around 
0.1 mm diameter in air. That poses a difficult problem if many kN force are needed, as 
a wire of 0.1 mm diameter has a transforming force of around 4 N, thousands of fine 

wires should be connected in parallel in Civil Engineering applications!



Materials: Structural Damping



We also performed measurements on structural fatigue of SMA, but also in functional 
fatigue: While structural fatigue finds how many cycles could be done under a given 

stress before crashing the sample (structure failure), functional fatigue for SMA means 
how many cycles could be done before the functional properties (ability to recover 

initial length, for instance) are degraded. 

We found that relatively low temperature thermal treatments are able to partially 
recover starting properties, indicating that functional fatigue is many times related to a 

stabilization of the martensitic phase.

Also, we had previously studied the small evolution of SMA properties with time and 
temperature at which the sample is kept, the changes in electrical resistance and in 

phase transformation temperature. The evolutions were shown to be recoverable near 
room temperature in Cu-based alloys (Cu-Zn-Al, Cu-Al-Be, Cu-Al-Ni), but were not 

observed to recover on NiTi. However, the changes in NiTi were very slow at the same 
temperatures we tested the Cu-based alloys.
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I had worked also on coatings and on thin films. That was the result of my curiosity, we 
tried coatings with the aim to obtain low friction coefficients using hard particles in a 

suitable metallic matrix. The rationale at the time was to look for possible 
replacements of Teflon. Anyway, our friction coefficients against steel were higher than 
those of Teflon against steel, we did not succeed in that, but we obtained coatings that 

were very hard: Only diamond powder could be used to polish the coatings to 
characterize. 

Also, we tried to produce thin films of SMA, aimed for MEMS 
(Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems). We obtained good films, but reproducibility was 

very hard (and then, costly) to achieve. 



Materials: Coatings



Materials: 





During the years I continued on a multi-task position in research. In fact, methods from 
one field are often not known in other fields, and one can get advantages on the 

knowledge. As with the most recent paper in Energy and Buildings, I realized the high 
weight of the build environment. 

 At the time the power use of a full city started to be considered, I started trying to 
figure “the weight of a city”. I tried to place the results in relation to living organisms. 

Biologists had accepted that mostly, the relation of metabolism (power) of an animal to 
its weight is not exactly a scaling factor among skin surface (where the resulting heat 
has to dissipate) and weight (the living cells where metabolism happens), but instead 

a ¾ power law was followed. Why?

The explanation, from W.G. West and others, was that the parts of an animal (in 
general, of a living organism) had to be “served” in a nearly “democratic” way, oxygen, 
food, should arrive there, trash had to be removed… giving rise to fractal-like serving 
structures, like the blood circulatory system. That was shown to impose the ¾ power 

between metabolism and weight. 



Well, the cities are much less optimized as complex organisms as animals are 
(consider some 10000 years evolution against near 10^9 years!), but when I plotted 

the estimated figures, they got not far from expected from extrapolation of living 
organisms! 15 powers of ten! 

Further on, on animals, the heartbeats follow a rule with the ¼ power of mass. I plotted 
the log-log graphic adding the cities, and the corresponding “heartbeats of a city” 
would be, by extrapolation, from over 1 min. to near 10 min, which could reflect 

pulsating characteristics of transport in cities, such as traffic lights or passing of buses, 
subways, or trains. 

The architects were enthusiastic with this, saying “Look, cities are really living 
organisms!” But Physics say only that living organisms and cities have some common 
physics as a boundary conditions, the Physics underneath this is very strong, that’s all, 

but no meaning saying anything different which could have political, even 
metaphysical implications. I have grown under the ideas of society exposed by French 

Revolutionary Philosopher JJ Rousseau, that humans are in society because they 
obtain advantages of this, and whenever possible decisions in society have to be 

taken with rational means. When this is not possible (because of the type of questions 
posed), the votes of informed people (has to be all people in society) have to be used 

to try to obtain a consensus on the directives and norms. So, a possible change of 
rules because of considering “supra-living organisms” made me left the subject.



Cities





I had also worked on other materials, as super-ferritic stainless steels that were used 
in heat exchangers at power plants. These stainless steels had a spinodal 

decomposition starting at some 450ºC that embrittled them. By means of neutron 
diffraction, we found that the spinodal decomposition could be reversed partially under 

mechanical cycling. By extended glide and dislocation movement the “separated 
zones” rich in Fe or poor in it, became somewhat “mixed” again, and then if the 

material suffered mechanical cycles in parallel with the thermal aging, the duration 
would be somewhat higher. 

Also, I had worked on materials with precipitates, and the fact that controlled growth of 
oriented precipitates on some SMA could give them a two-way shape memory effect 

without repetitive training. My idea to grow oriented precipitates came after a talk from 
an international professor explaining crystallography (F.C. Lovey), where he showed 
that crystals with nearly the same cell parameters tend to grow adapting the crystal 
network, producing an intense field of residual stresses (that, in our case, produced 

the ordered shape memory effect)



Steels
STUDY OF THE SPINODAL DECOMPOSITION OF AN FE-28CR-2MO-4NI-NB 
ALLOY BY SMALL-ANGLE NEUTRON-SCATTERING. 

A. Isalgue, M. Anglada, J. Rodriguez-Carvajal, A. De Geyer
J. of Materials Science, (1990)  25 (12) , pp.4977-4980

INFLUENCE OF THE PLASTIC STRAIN AMPLITUDE ON THE STABILITY OF THE 
SPINODAL MICROSTRUCTURE IN THE CYCLIC DEFORMATION OF A 
FE-28CR-2MO-4NI-NB ALLOY. M. Anglada, J. Rodriguez, A. Isalgue
Scripta Met., (1989)  23 (9) , pp.1633-1638

ORIENTED GROWTH OF GAMMA PRECIPITATES AND TWSME IN CU-ZN-AL
A. Isalgue, F.C. Lovey, M. Sade.  Scripta Metall. Mater. (1993) 28 (10) , pp.1183-1188 

https://www.webofscience.com/wos/alldb/full-record/WOS:A1990EL99200007
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/alldb/full-record/WOS:A1990EL99200007
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/alldb/full-record/WOS:A1989AP58300031
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/alldb/full-record/WOS:A1989AP58300031
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/alldb/full-record/WOS:A1989AP58300031
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/alldb/full-record/WOS:A1993KW62100003


Many years ago, when I was doing my Ph.D., I worked on magnetic materials. I want 
to point out only some curious things: The two articles mentioned here, referring to 

magnetic order, frustration and difficulties for magnetic ordering depending on 
topology of the interactions, and not only on strength of interactions, had been very 

cited. However, these articles relied on the knowledge of the interactions, which are in 
the following article in Applied Physics A. In that article, I explained that I had fitted the 
magnetization of each sub-lattice with magnetic Fe at each crystallographic position in 

the unit cell, data from hyperfine fields from Mossbauer spectroscopy, with a 
super-exchange interaction integrals model. The fit was very good, giving very 

accurate magnetic transition temperatures (Curie temperatures). 

However, theoretical physicist said that was not good, as magnetism of Fe was not 
well explained with this quasi-classical method. I said that Fe had 2 atoms per unit 

cell, of about 0.28 nm, while the ferrites I fitted had nearly 70 atoms in the cell, and cell 
parameter of up to 2,3 nm, so they should be nearer to the quasi-classical limit. But I 

could not fully convince them. To propagate knowledge has never been easy!



Magnetic Materials

Journal of Physics C: Solid State Physics 
Spin glass behaviour in an antiferromagnetic non-frustrated lattice: Sr2FeNbO6 
perovskite.  R Rodriguez, A Fernandez, A Isalgue, J Rodriguez, A Labarta, J Tejada 
and X Obradors. J. Phys. C: Solid State Phys. 18 L40

https://iopscience.iop.org/journal/0022-3719


Magnetic Materials 



Well, I’m done for today. I don’t want to bore you, I tried to mention only a few funny 
things of some of the research I had done. I did not include a slice saying “Thank you”, 
I hope you could understand me saying “Thank you”. In that place, I have two pictures 

in the last slide:

At left, a post at the Physics Department Campus Nord UPC, the motivation is that it’s 
difficult to learn how to do things, how to improve anything. The communication of 

knowledge is not straightforward. “To teach is not (only) to give knowledge: To teach is 
to produce that others will be even able to create new knowledge” (I would add “and to 

be able to transmit that knowledge” if I was authorized)

At right, a picture of “Laurentius de Voltolina” a painting from the XIV-XV century, 
represents maybe University of Bologna. A wise-man (a professor, in actual language) 

tries to transmit knowledge to some students. Just besides the professor, some 
advanced students or assistants, maybe the one with beard expects to be the next 
professor (looks like the professor?). Then, the class: First row, look quite attentive. 

Second row, well, still attentive but maybe a little less. Third and fourth rows, students 
seem to talk, look at diverse places, even seems someone was using a mobile phone!

Our problem could be if there were only students like fourth row. I know there is 
always people which will arrive farther than us, will learn easier than us, will be wiser 

than us. But mankind needs the efforts of all, no one spared, to evolve to a better 
future. It’s a non-trivial task.




